
[5/31/15, 10:18:26 AM] Jan Irvam: Alrighty, Benju has his daughter right now and I am not going 
to get into anything with him until later. However, I have time today. Convo me when you’re 
around.
[5/31/15, 10:49:50 AM] Jan Irvam: I don’t know if I am going to be able to wait until tomorrow 
before blogging.
[5/31/15, 10:51:59 AM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: Give me about an hour in just waking up for the day 
need to get some breakfast then we can sit down and talk
[5/31/15, 10:52:06 AM] Jan Irvam: Alrighty
[5/31/15, 11:23:34 AM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: Alright dude whats going on?
[5/31/15, 11:24:54 AM] Jan Irvam: OK so you don’t know anything?
[5/31/15, 11:25:29 AM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: I'm aware of your removal from corp. You stated you 
wanted to talk and I am here to listen
[5/31/15, 11:25:41 AM] Jan Irvam: I want to ask questions, mostly.
[5/31/15, 11:26:00 AM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: Np what questions do you have?
[5/31/15, 11:26:20 AM] Jan Irvam: Were you aware of any discussions leading up to my being 
kicked from the corp?
[5/31/15, 11:26:30 AM] Jan Irvam: Or were you a party to any of them?
[5/31/15, 11:26:39 AM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: I was yes
[5/31/15, 11:27:11 AM] Jan Irvam: Who else was in these discussions and who connived who 
that I should be kicked?
[5/31/15, 11:27:18 AM] Jan Irvam: convinced
[5/31/15, 11:27:25 AM] Jan Irvam: Although connived does fit
[5/31/15, 11:27:26 AM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: I'll be completely honest that doesn't seem relevant 
information to the situation
[5/31/15, 11:28:33 AM] Jan Irvam: It’s very relevant. I am not going to cease to exist after I leave 
the corp. Now if my impression of what happened is of no concern to you or J3B, then indeed, 
we don’t need to be having this discussion and J3B leadership is even poorer than I thought.
[5/31/15, 11:32:24 AM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: You were kicked because on numerous different 
levels you were using the J3B name to further your agenda. In many cases you had these plans 
that you wanted someone in J3B to help you with, but always had the intention of going back to 
Seraph. Your welcome to throw a fit at the way the situation was handled, but when you are 
heard blatantly stating that you are a director in an alt corp, J3B is there for connections and 
that you are Seraph's guy we do not feel you are a part of the community and as such we acted 
on it. We left communications open to have discussions like this. We have no intention to take 
over your BLOPS group idea. That hey if I remember Peltar actually initiated, but now it 
somehow is our tyranny over everything that it failed for you to further a personal project using 
our resources.
[5/31/15, 11:32:28 AM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: Did that explanation do it for you?
[5/31/15, 11:35:04 AM] Jan Irvam: Pelter initiated and then went AFK. I asked him about this and 
he responded that he was unsure about any future role and listed a litany of reasons why he 
could not continue to play as he used to. I wrote him a second e-mail explaining in further 
details our situation, status, and plans, and have not received a response. The ball is in Peltar’s 
court. But Brave’s BLOPs can’t langquish until Pelter starts to play again.
[5/31/15, 11:36:11 AM] Jan Irvam: I never made any statement about a loyalty to Seraph over 
J3B. Our original plan was that I would leave Hades Effect after it was set up.
[5/31/15, 11:36:30 AM] Jan Irvam: But the league of genius leaders never asked me about 
anything.
[5/31/15, 11:36:56 AM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: I'll be honest that is between you and the alliance and 
peltar that is not something I am involved in. We only acted on your blatant use of our 



communities name for your personal agendas. I know that you were told outright by Kelnon not 
to
[5/31/15, 11:37:15 AM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: He would leave Hades for where? He wants to build 
up a corp to leave it?
[5/31/15, 11:37:28 AM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: crumb trails there don't really make sense 
unfortunatly
[5/31/15, 11:38:54 AM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: Like I said you are more than welcome to explain 
things at a director level to our corp, but when we know for a fact you stated your loyalties were 
at least in the slightest outside J3B that is where our decisions were made. The blops group 
itself has nothing to do with this
[5/31/15, 11:38:55 AM] Jan Irvam: That is such bullshit. What use of your community’s name did 
I use? Stating the fact that many J3B members were excited about the project? That’s simply 
true. And of course the league of genius leaders never thought to tell me that their interpretation 
of my statements was an endorsement. I am not a little child. I know full well the the using J3B’s 
name is a lie. Don’t insult me with that.
[5/31/15, 11:39:14 AM] Jan Irvam: And you obviously can’t read what I wrote because I did not 
say Seraph would be leaving, I said I would be leaving.
[5/31/15, 11:39:23 AM] Jan Irvam: So maybe there’s no point to this conversation.
[5/31/15, 11:39:30 AM] Jan Irvam: You’re already injecting your spin.
[5/31/15, 11:39:39 AM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: you can confirm that you never at any point have a 
director level alt in Hades and that you didn't state 'I am  Seraph's guy' then?
[5/31/15, 11:40:44 AM] Jan Irvam: I do have a director in Hades Effect. I never said that I didn’t. 
In fact that I said that I did. I have a director position in Hades Effect because I am responsible 
for many areas of it including the economic aspects, which will require a large amount of roles.
[5/31/15, 11:41:07 AM] Jan Irvam: You really must learn to understand what you’re reading. 
You’re a part of the league of genius leaders.
[5/31/15, 11:41:11 AM] Jan Irvam: The best corp in Eve
[5/31/15, 11:41:52 AM] Jan Irvam: I did say that I am seraph’s guy because I am. I am 
spearheading several organizational aspects behind Hades Effect and Kondur’s Corsairs.
[5/31/15, 11:42:05 AM] Jan Irvam: I also planned to leave once the mission was complete.
[5/31/15, 11:42:33 AM] Jan Irvam: People that work with Seraph should know that I am definitely 
a go to person pertaining to these matters.
[5/31/15, 11:42:58 AM] Jan Irvam: Not to say that I am Seraph’s guy would be false and counter 
productive.
[5/31/15, 11:43:02 AM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: You planned to leave J3B?
[5/31/15, 11:43:04 AM] Jan Irvam: I wanted to set up a gas mining corp
[5/31/15, 11:43:44 AM] Jan Irvam: No I did not plan to leave J3B. The league of genius leaders 
could have asked me about these things before kicking me.
[5/31/15, 11:44:21 AM] Jan Irvam: I planned to do my drug business and help Seraph until I was 
finished with that and potentially until individual structures were introduced into the game that 
would allow me to do the things I want to do in J3B
[5/31/15, 11:44:30 AM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: Jan I'll be honest I started this thinking we could have 
a rational conversation. You continue to throw pointed statements rather than trying to come to a 
resolution. Is there anything else I can explain for you?
[5/31/15, 11:44:48 AM] Jan Irvam: Or until I had enough credit in the alliance as a corp builder to 
be trusted with setting up an indy corp.
[5/31/15, 11:45:37 AM] Jan Irvam: OK man, a good leader know there are these things called 
second and third order effects. It’s a basic Newtonian concept. Every action has a reaction.



[5/31/15, 11:46:16 AM] Jan Irvam: There is no resolution involving me coming back to J3B. I 
cannot abide the leadership.
[5/31/15, 11:46:27 AM] Jan Irvam: The resolution is in the nature of the parting.
[5/31/15, 11:46:42 AM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: During our first conversation we discussed seraph if 
you remember and it didn't necessarily give me the best idea about him and his intentions within 
HERO. Now everything you do is with Seraph and because you are seraph's guy. when pieces 
start to come together we act on them. I am not in the business of letting our community get hurt 
because of someones agenda.
[5/31/15, 11:47:22 AM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: I thought as a writer you would understand not all 
resolutions are so tangible
[5/31/15, 11:47:29 AM] Jan Irvam: Oh so now you’re calling yourselves defenders of HERO. 
Well, I hope there are some facts behind it.
[5/31/15, 11:48:16 AM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: I'm sorry that when I commit myself to a corp that is 
in turn commited to an alliance that is commited to a coalition I feel obligated to look out for its 
best interests at a corp level
[5/31/15, 11:49:17 AM] Jan Irvam: Well whether I am in J3B or not is a binary and tangible 
resolution. It’s already happened. Whether I can tolerate this kind of garbage or not is less 
tangible, but still a binary question. What other sort of resolution were you aiming for?
[5/31/15, 11:49:58 AM] Jan Irvam: Of course that’s going to be your answer. You’re committed to 
the alliance and the coalition. Because that’s where you’re most vulnerable and you know I 
know that.
[5/31/15, 11:51:39 AM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: I don't know you approached me for understanding. I 
am more than willing to have a discussion, but I will not outright tolerate your statements 
towards J3B when you are upset things didn't go the way you want. I really felt like you 
understood from our longer previous conversations I am more than happy to listen and come to 
an understanding. If this is to just vent and call us shitlers I feel like we are done here
[5/31/15, 11:54:30 AM] Jan Irvam: Frankly I’m not really upset with my personal situation. I do 
have a very difficult time with betrayal. Betrayal and abandonment was how I got PTSD. 
However, it’s not the first time it has happened and it is not the last. That this betrayal happened 
because nobody bothered to talk with me about anything is basically par for the course for shitty 
Eve social groups and I don’t want to be a part of that. So that I am not in J3B is a good thing 
and I am not upset about it. I do have a game that I want to play, though, and it involves looking 
out for Brave. So my interest in talking with you is simply to clarify what happened and how.
[5/31/15, 11:57:23 AM] Jan Irvam: Did Aaron get kicked with no warning while all his stuff was in 
RNF?
[5/31/15, 12:00:06 PM] Jan Irvam: Was Benju already planning to stab Seraph while he was 
talking about fleeting up with him?
[5/31/15, 12:00:54 PM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: Well if you don't care about being with J3B and you 
have a very deep belief that me and Benju as well as leadership are absolutely horrible in 
everything we do. I have already explained what happened and why. You have already 
discussed in this chat again that you had a goal of getting an industry corp into Brave. 
Everything I have heard from you seems to be anti-J3B and pro giving yourself the ability to get 
your own ,and apparently Seraph? I don't know, corp within Brave. That is completely fine and I 
honestly wish you the best of luck with your endeavors. I don't feel we should be used as a 
stepping stone though. If Blops is still something you want to do feel free to do so that is not 
what this is about. It is about being dropped in on without you knowing and explicitly stating your 
positions and agenda outside of our corp. I bet if you were more transparent with us we could 
have had a discussion sooner, but you are just pissed we came across the information 
ourselves.



[5/31/15, 12:02:48 PM] Jan Irvam: How is anything I have done Anti-J3B? Please learn what a 
non-negative is? I don’t see wanting to run a corp is anti-J3B. Also, if you guys had some sort of 
grounding in reality, you’d recognize that being pro Seraph is in no way Anti-J3B. But you guys 
like to burn bridges.
[5/31/15, 12:03:11 PM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: You speak of betrayal? I was willing to give you 
plenty of my personal time to help you with projects and always tried to be available to help. 
After all that I have to listen to you completely shit on my community. Now since this isn't 
personal I didn't feel it was relevant to bring up until now, but I thought you should know that 
your not the only person in the world
[5/31/15, 12:03:24 PM] Jan Irvam: Nobody took anyone’spositions. Pelter is more than welcome 
to log in and do whatever he wants.
[5/31/15, 12:03:37 PM] Jan Irvam: Brave should not languish in content because Pelter doesn’t 
log in.
[5/31/15, 12:03:42 PM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: I didn't say anything about positions
[5/31/15, 12:04:02 PM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: I agree, but there are proper ways to go about things.
[5/31/15, 12:04:19 PM] Jan Irvam: Second order effects, dude: you shit on me. I mean you’re an 
adult. What reaction do you expect?
[5/31/15, 12:04:23 PM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: Just cause you want things now does not mean you 
get them
[5/31/15, 12:04:30 PM] Jan Irvam: I mailed Peltar.
[5/31/15, 12:04:36 PM] Jan Irvam: I mailed him again
[5/31/15, 12:05:06 PM] Jan Irvam: And just because you want things does not mean you get 
them either.
[5/31/15, 12:05:15 PM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: Either way I'm not involved in that and this isn't what 
that is about. There are other members of that group you need to talk to
[5/31/15, 12:05:36 PM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: I haven't asked for anything this entire conversation? 
Not sure what your implying I am trying to get?
[5/31/15, 12:06:17 PM] Jan Irvam: You came across the information that I told you. You had my 
ECM, jeez. If you had some concerns then you were more than welcome to ask.
[5/31/15, 12:07:08 PM] Jan Irvam: You are a diplo for your group. Dipoles don’t say “I’m not 
involved.” You and Benju are my points of contact with J3B.
[5/31/15, 12:07:19 PM] Jan Irvam: I never hid anything.
[5/31/15, 12:07:34 PM] Jan Irvam: All of my actions were stated or obvious and not hidden.
[5/31/15, 12:07:40 PM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: I never said I wasn't involved you asked me was I 
party to the decisions to which I answered yes? I don't know how many times you would like to 
twist my words, but good luck I guess?
[5/31/15, 12:07:53 PM] Jan Irvam: At no point before I was kicked did I get an inclination that 
there were problems.
[5/31/15, 12:08:53 PM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: There are certain things and scenarios that I don't 
feel deserve notification. We are more than happy to discuss it and understand it for the 
member that was kicked to come back, but being you don't have any interest in J3B and our 
community at all then not much I can really discuss there now is there/
[5/31/15, 12:09:40 PM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: This is going in circles and comes back to us 
somehow affecting your plans with Seraph. We kicked you and I gave an explanation. Do you 
have any other questions I can answer for you?
[5/31/15, 12:10:01 PM] Jan Irvam: Anyway, this is unproductive. So you’re not going to provide 
me information regarding the circumstance of my being kicked beyond what I already knew and 
you’ve already restated. I will state in parting that I am fully aware that the charge of claiming 
J3B endorsement is a lie. I am fully aware that all other reasons are slanted attempts to cover 



the leadership’s failure to communicate with me and an innate lack of trust in me that resulted in 
the corp betraying me. If you cannot provide any further truthful information, then we are done.
[5/31/15, 12:10:51 PM] Jan Irvam: If you are satisfied that what you’ve said is the sum of your 
corp statement then I have no further questions.
[5/31/15, 12:12:06 PM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: Except the information that you were dropped in on 
saying things contrary to the corp? you omitted that, but yea it is unproductive, because you 
seem to think I should reveal all sources and information and intel I personally have built just to 
make you happy.
[5/31/15, 12:14:47 PM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: I do also understand you love to write and vent. I 
encourage you to do so, but I also ask that should you use our conversations (basically I 
assume you will) that they are not misinterpreted. With that said I know you understand there 
are no actions without reactions and leave you to your day. Have a good one Jan.
[5/31/15, 12:17:41 PM] Jan Irvam: What did I say that was contrary to the corp before I was 
kicked?
[5/31/15, 12:17:46 PM] Jan Irvam: Nothing.
[5/31/15, 12:18:31 PM] Jan Irvam: I know what the reactions will be.
[5/31/15, 12:19:44 PM] Jan Irvam: Because I know J3B.
[5/31/15, 12:22:21 PM] Jan Irvam: And I know people.
[5/31/15, 12:23:20 PM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: I know people. Should I take this as an 'in game' 
threat?
[5/31/15, 12:24:18 PM] Jan Irvam: I am saying that I was a HUMINT Asset Operator for a long 
time and I know how human beings are. For example, I knew you would take that as a threat.
[5/31/15, 12:24:53 PM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: I didn't take it as a threat was more of a question 
hence the question mark
[5/31/15, 12:25:19 PM] Jan Irvam: I’m clear on how it was taken and why the question was 
asked. Anyway, have a good one, Iakopo.
[5/31/15, 12:28:14 PM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: Well I guess with that have a good one Jan and sorry 
things didn't work out. Have a good day
[5/31/15, 12:28:37 PM] Jan Irvam: Things always work out for the best. 7o
[5/31/15, 12:28:51 PM] Iakopo Nara [J3B]: 7o
[5/31/15, 1:51:31 PM] Jan Irvam: Blocked Iakopo Nara [J3B]


